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By Warwick Collins

HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Gents, Warwick Collins,
Ezekial Murphy, a West Indian immigrant, takes up a new job as an attendant at a large London
lavatory. The supervisor, Josiah Reynolds, and Jason, a third West Indian, explain that their main
problem is the casual sex which takes place in the cubicles. Under pressure from the council
authorities to reduce such behaviour, they expect Ez to help them in 'cleaning out the swamp'. Each
of the protagonists brings his own moral assumptions to the question. Ez, a devout Adventist, is
shocked by such revelations. Jason, a Rastafarian, believes that this kind of sex occurs because
'Whitey' is inherently corrupt. Reynolds, who takes more pragmatic view, is concerned to prevent
further illicit encounters in case the council attempts to close the establishment down. Subtly
influenced by the women in their lives, Ez, Reynolds and Jason - their future employment prospects
in jeopardy - must take a fresh look at their work and at themselves.
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ReviewsReviews

This composed ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended almost everything out of this composed e ebook. You may like just how the blogger publish this
ebook.
-- Dr . Cesa r  Ma r qua r dt Jr .-- Dr . Cesa r  Ma r qua r dt Jr .

It is really an remarkable ebook that I actually have ever study. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Mr . Nor va l Reilly V-- Mr . Nor va l Reilly V
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